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Detailed, accurate drawings of 44 familiar blooms: fringed gentian, lady
slipper, ivy-leaved morning glory, yellow iris, globe thistle, wild calla,
desert marigold, many more. Captions give flower's height, coloring,
common and botanical names, other information. Excellent source of
royalty-free illustrations for artists and craftspeople. Color illustrations
on covers.
Richard Doyle's Fairyland - Richard Doyle 2002-08-01
Victorian artist Richard Doyle (1824-1883) is famous for his charming
illustrations of elves, fairies, and gnomes. For this coloring book, Marty
Noble has skillfully adapted 29 of the English's artist's most delightful
watercolors created for his book with Andrew Lang, The Princess
Nobody: A Tale of Fairyland.
Unicorns Coloring Book - Christy Shaffer 2000-09-25
The mythical, horse-like creature with a single horn in the middle of its
forehead is celebrated in this beautifully illustrated coloring book. Thirty
lovely illustrations show this fabulous animal carrying a young knight
into battle, posing with a beautiful maiden, as sea serpents with fins, and
much more. Descriptive captions.
The Cat Lovers' Coloring Book - Ruth Soffer 2007-01-01
The top cat breeds are represented in 30 lovely, lifelike illustrations.
From the willowy Burmese to the proud British Cream, a wash of color is
all these pretty kitties need to win Best in Show!
Going Camping - Cathy Beylon 2004-12-27

Dinosaurs! Coloring Book - Jan Sovak 2009-01-26
Based on the most up-to-date information available, this awe-inspiring
collection features all the popular dinosaurs — plus recent discoveries!
Thirty highly detailed drawings spotlight the Tyrannosaurus rex,
Triceratops, Velociraptor, Iguanodon, Diplodocus, Carnotaurus,
Oviraptor, Gastonia, Troodon, and others — all set in their natural
habitats. A great choice for dinosaur fans of all ages!
Nature ABC Coloring Book - Cathy Beylon 2005-08-23
A is for apple (and artichoke, alligator, ant, and armadillo). Queen Anne's
lace, quail, and Queen conch begin with a Q, while the letter Z is the
starting point for Zebra moth, zinnia, and zucchini. Along the way, from
A to Z, easy-to-color pictures will introduce you to other letters of the
alphabet as well as many natural wonders--from the tiny lily-of-the-valley
and the amazing kangaroo, to puffy white clouds and the gentle llama.
Twenty-nine pages of black-and-white drawings with identifications are
accompanied by big and little letters of the alphabet.
My First Book about the Brain - Donald M. Silver 2013-01-01
How does the brain control the rest of the body? How does it enable the
senses, regulate speech, affect balance, and influence sleep and dreams?
These 30 full-page illustrations to color help explain every aspect of the
brain's big job, from communicating with the central nervous system to
retaining memories.
Favorite Wildflowers Coloring Book - Llil Arbel 1991-06-01
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Camping trips are filled with good times, as children find out in this
entertaining coloring book. Easy-to-read captions accompany 26 scenes
depicting a family's adventure camping out. From packing the car and
heading for a lakefront to setting up their tent, looking for firewood, and
having a cookout, it's nonstop coloring fun!
Coral Reef Coloring Book - Ruth Soffer 1995-07-01
Depicts " ... a host of marine creatures for whom the coral reef is home:
seahorse, butterflyfish, hawksbill turtle, parrotfish, octopus, damselfish,
moray eel, sea cucumber, dolphin, hydromedusa jellyfish, sea dragon,
royal empress angelfish, triggerfish, moorish idol and many more.
Detailed captions provide a fascinating overview of the great diversity of
life on coral reefs"--Back cover.
Horses of the World Coloring Book - John Green 1985
With illustrations of plants, flowers and animals accurate enough to be
used as identification aids and informative captions, this coloring book is
fun and educational for horse lovers of all ages. Illustrations.
Consumable.
Rocks and Minerals - T. D. Burns 1995-07-01
Hobbyists, collectors, and colorists will enjoy learning about 36 different
rocks and minerals with illustrations of smoky quartz, amethyst,
malachite, emerald, celestite, crazy lace agate, aragonite, garnet, and
many more.
Jim Lawson's Dinosaurs Coloring Book - Jim Lawson 2016-05-18
Thirty dramatic full-page scenes offer accurate depictions of familiar and
lesser-known dinosaurs — from the towering predator T. rex to the
dainty herbivore Othnielia — plus prehistoric reptiles and fish.
DuneCraft Weird and Wacky Plantlife - DuneCraft 2015-09-16
Explore the exotic plant life featured in the grow-it-yourself kits
manufactured by DuneCraft. Full-page images to color and fascinating
captions profile the moonflower, fly trap, money plant, and many others.
Let's Explore! Dinosaurs Sticker Coloring Book - Jan Sovak 2019-01-16
Young dinosaur fans will thrill to these 30 full-page illustrations to color,
which accurately portray giants like T. rex as well as the dainty, bird-like
predator Troodon and other creatures from the Age of Reptiles. Each
dinosaurs-coloring-dover-nature-coloring

page offers captions with fascinating facts about the dinosaurs, and 30
full-color stickers can be added to complete the dramatic scenes of
prehistoric life.
Horse Anatomy - John Green 2006-07-01
Over 100 accurate drawings examine the horse — inside and out. The
skeleton, muscles, nervous system, and major organs are clearly labeled
and explained.
GOAL! the Hockey Coloring Book - Arkady Roytman 2013-04-17
Hockey fans who like to color will love these 30 illustrations depicting
the sport's highlights and history. Portraits of superstars include
Gretzky, Orr, and Howe. Dramatic illustrations recapture game action
with images of a slap shot, penalty box, and victories leading to the
Stanley Cup and the Hockey Hall of Fame.
The Dinosaur Coloring Book - Anthony Rao 1980-09
Forty-five drawings, superbly rendered for coloring, of Archaeopteryx,
Stegosaurus, Archelon, Tyrannosaurus — largest and fiercest carnivore
ever to walk the earth — Pteranodon, Oviraptor, Triceratops,
Gorgosaurus, Plateosaurus, Styracosaurus, Tylosaurus, Dimetrodon,
Brontosaurus, and more. In all, 32 dinosaurs, 6 non-dinosaurian
archosaurs, 1 fossil bird, and 1 ancient sea turtle.
Creative Haven Spring Scenes Coloring Book - Teresa Goodridge
2017-01-18
Let your creativity spring to life with 31 illustrations that celebrate the
most colorful season of the year. Wonderfully detailed scenes are filled
with gorgeous flowers in full bloom, gardening accessories, chirping
birds, well-decorated homes, and more.
Dogs Stained Glass Coloring Book - Ruth Soffer 2010-11-18
Fetching portraits of canine companions range from a lively Lab to a
snoozing bulldog. Sixteen stained glass images of the American Kennel
Club's top dogs encompass a winning array of beloved breeds.
Prehistoric Beasts of the Ice Age - Ted Rechlin 2016-02-17
Kids will have fun coloring while learning about the saber-toothed cat,
woolly mammoth, and giant ground sloth as well as flightless birds and
giant lizards. Includes 44 images with descriptive captions.
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— all royalty-free. Captions.
Dinosaurs Coloring Book - Anna Pomaska 2013-08-21
Youngsters learn about 24 of nature's most awesome predators in this
entertaining and educational coloring book. Easy-to-read captions
accompany pictures of the apatosaurus, tyrannosaurus, stegosaurus,
triceratops, and other prehistoric creatures. Free Teacher's Manual
available. Grades: 1–2.
Snakes of the World Coloring Book - Jan Sovak 1995-03
Over 40 species. Add your colors to the king cobra, black mamba, boa
constrictor, puff adder, Indian python, milk snake, garter snake, and
many more. Captions.
Wonderful World of Horses Coloring Book - John Green 2005-10-01
Thirty handsome illustrations capture the legendary grace and beauty of
the horse and are ready to come alive with your colors. Captions.
Mega Dinosaurs Coloring Books - Jan Sovak 2019-05-15
In today's world, there are few animals that weigh in at a ton or more.
But millions of years ago, massive creatures roamed the earth. This
fascinating and educational coloring book focuses on the bigger, taller,
and heavier mega dinosaurs that scientists are constantly bringing to
light. Along with recently discovered species, it features old favorites like
the mighty Tyrannosaurus rex. Each of the 44 illustrations includes
descriptive captions plus a small silhouetted image of the dinosaur that
compares its size to that of a human being.
Butterflies Coloring Book - Jan Sovak 1992-01-01
Expertly rendered illustrations of 43 species: monarch, buckeye, white
admiral, olive hairstreak, ruddy daggerwing, mourning cloak, painted
lady, more. Fact-filled captions by Monty Reid.
Foldables -- Trucks, Dinosaurs, Monsters and More! - Manja Burton
2016-05-18
Color 15 images of trucks, dinosaurs, monsters, and other figures. Then
follow simple, step-by-step directions to create keepsakes that look
different no matter how many times you flip them around.
Botanical Gardens Coloring Book - Dot Barlowe 1997-01-01
Detailed and accurate black-and-white line drawings depict the lush

Nautical Scenes to Paint Or Color - Dot Barlowe 2007-06-01
23 lovely scenes offer hours of artistic expression: masthead sloop, New
England marina, grand luxury yacht, houseboat, canoe, clammer,
rowboat, lighthouse, waterfront town, catamaran, harbor tugboat,
mountain lake, and more.
The Flower Garden Coloring Book - Ruth Soffer 2005-08
Thirty full-page, realistic images of flowers, birds, butterflies, and other
wonders of nature that lie just beyond the doorstep: seasonal gardens,
cactus plants, edible flowers, and other lovely samples.
Little Cats Stained Glass Coloring Book - John Green 1990-01-01
8 popular breeds — Burmese, Havana Brown, Persian, Tabby, Russian
Blue, Japanese Bobtail, Spotted, and Shorthair — come alive in charming
collection of ready-to-color designs. Place translucent sheets in window
or other light source to see feline portraits glow with a stained glass
effect.
Dinosaur Color By Numbers - Activity Wizo 2020-03-22
Color By Numbers - Fun Gift For Kids Get one today while supplies last.
Provides Hours of Fun & Creativity Original Artwork made specifically
for kids ages 4 - 8. This kids activity book features: 88 pages - Surprise
Gift on the Last Page Large 8.5 x 11 pages Printed on white paper Single
sided pages to avoid bleed through when coloring. Suitable for both boys
and girls Perfect for crafty kids Get yours today while supplies last.
Scroll Up and Buy Now
Creative Haven NatureScapes Coloring Book - Patricia J. Wynne
2014-02-20
Thirty-one original designs present spectacular combinations of natural
elements — from flora to fauna — in eye-opening, full-page patterns.
Illustrations are printed on only one side of the perforated pages for easy
removal and display. Previously published as NatureScapes.
Prehistoric Mammals Coloring Book - Jan Sovak 1991-04-01
Forty-one highly detailed, accurately rendered illustrations of ancient
animals include the Megistoterium, one of the largest flesh-eating
mammals that ever lived; the Smilodon, largest of saber-toothed tigers;
the giraffe-like Indricotherium that browsed on treetops, and many more
dinosaurs-coloring-dover-nature-coloring
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beauties of 37 botanical gardens throughout the United States and
Canada. Educational fun for nature lovers of all ages. Captions.
Herbs Coloring Book - Stefen Bernath 1977-06-01
Easiest way to recognize 30 most important culinary herbs: basil, dill,
sage, thyme, marjoram, spearmint, oregano, chives, summer savory,
others. All plates shown in full color on covers. Identifications. "...the
book will aid in identifying herbs in gardens." ? Charleston Evening Post.
Wild Animals Coloring Book - John Green 1987-10-01
Detailed and ready-to-color drawings of 47 species: rhinoceros, snow
leopard, giraffe, reindeer, gorilla, tiger, giant panda, elephant, kangaroo,
many more. Brief captions describe habits of each species. Colorists will
find this volume entertaining and educational; artists and designers will
find practical use for the royalty-free illustrations. 40 black-and-white
illustrations. Captions.
The Days of the Dinosaur Coloring Book - Matthew Kalmenoff 1987-01-01
Here are 39 accurately rendered prehistoric creatures set in their
natural habitats. Tyrannosaurus, brontosaurus, stegosaurus, and many
other Mesozoic monsters are shown grazing, stalking prey, flying,
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fighting, and more. Educational entertainment for natural history buffs,
dinosaur fans, and colorists of all ages.
Before the Dinosaurs - Jan Sovak 1999-01-01
Detailed, ready-to-color illustrations of Nothosaur, Titanosuchus,
Oligokyphus and 42 other formidable creatures that predated dinosaurs.
All portrayed in realistic habitats and identified by fact-filled captions.
Alaskan Wildlife Coloring Book - Jan Sovak 2006-10-01
Wolves, grizzlies, beluga whales, and other awesome creatures roam
their native habitats in this fun-to-color collection of 30 accurately
rendered drawings.
Trucks Coloring Book - Steven James Petruccio 1995-02-01
Full-page black-and-white drawing of twenty-six trucks and freighthauling vehicles.
My First Book About Dinosaurs - Patricia J. Wynne 2021-02-17
Children ages 8 and up can discover where these prehistoric creatures
lived, the food they ate, and what they may have looked like. Plus, there
are fascinating facts about moving continents, climate changes,
exploding volcanoes, and more.
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